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Objective

To provide architectural recommendations and implement enterprise class configurations following
ITIL standardization for policies and procedures. A position where my expertise in computer 
software and hardware will be used to develop and expand operations. Remain a team player that
directly effects the growth of the company I'm associated with and allows for the continual 
advancement of my career.

Skills

Solaris, Storage, Cloud, Vmware, Unix, Database Management.

Work Experience

Hardware Manager
ABC Corporation  May 1993 – July 1994 
 Performed regular operations for assembly and configurations of Novell Servers and clients.
 Purchased and inventory control.
 Experienced in all Sun storage solutions from SSA100 through HDS 9980/9990 Knowledgeable

in other vendor storage products to include EMC, HDS, and IBM Very skilled with all storage 
connectivity and driver relates issues including DAS/NAS/SAN SCSI, Fiber, LAN, WAN, and all 
levels of RAID.

 Assisted customers with policies and procedures to meet ITIL standardization.
 Documented of all solutions for change management and compliance reporting practices.
 Designed and documented with redundancy to meet high availability and disaster recovery 

standards.
 Developed and taught SAN architect courses for professional services personnel.

Hardware Manager
Delta Corporation  1990 – 1993 
 Directly supervised 30+ individuals in a fast paced retail environment.
 Provided front line hardware and software support for customers.
 The oversight of hardware, lawn, garden and fitness equipment sales including care, 

maintenance and proper use Sales of extended service agreements, .
 Operation of numerous cash registers and the exchange of monies, checks, gift cards and 

credit cards Keeping records of customer interactions and .
 Procurement of building materials to include nuts and bolts, pneumatic fasteners, door 

hardware, paint and sundries, rebar, and structural components.
 Maintained adequate inventory levels by using computer generated reports while carefully 

monitoring inventory turns and company return on investment.
 Negotiated deals with vendors to maximize company profit and ensure competitive selling 

prices Stocked shelves with product and regularly updated .
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Education

BS In Communications
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